In this work, we provide a UV safe Trinification theory in which the Standard Model is embedded. Using recently developed large number-of-flavor techniques, safety is achieved by adding to the theory gauged vector-like fermions. We find that all gauge, scalar quartic, and Yukawa couplings achieve an interacting ultraviolet fixed point below the Planck scale. We find renormalization group flow solutions matching the Standard Model in the IR, indicating a truly UV completion of the Standard Model. Imposing constraints that realistic Higgs, top, bottom, tau and reasonable neutrino masses are recovered, we find the set of allowed solutions to be quite restrictive. Furthermore, the symmetry breaking scale is predicted to be around 10 TeV, making this model vulnerable to experiment.
Introduction
According to Wilson [1, 2] , a theory is fundamental if it features an ultraviolet (UV) fixed point which is either non-interacting (asymptotically free) [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or interacting (asymptotically safe) [13] [14] [15] . The first indisputable and precisely calculable example of a four dimensional, non supersymmetric, complete asymptotically safe quantum field theory without gravity was discovered in [13] . Recently, starting with the conjecture of a safe rather than free QCD [16] , the first implementation of large N F (number of flavours) technique [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] to the whole Standard Model (with summation only in the gauge couplings) is studied in [23] opening the way to the various safe extensions of the Standard Model [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Later on, extension of the large N F summation to both the gauge and Yukawa couplings is studied in [29] , a gauge-less study with only Yukawa summation appeared in [30] and for the first time to all the couplings in [25, 31] including the semi-simple gauge group in [31] . These studies have led, for example, to enrich the original conformal window [32, 33] , reviewed in [34, 35] , with a novel asymptotically safe region (conformal window 2.0) in [36] .
At the Grand Unified Theory (GUT) frontier, the first asymptotically safe PatiSalam model by using the large number of flavour dynamics is studied in [28] providing a realistic possibility that the Standard Model can be UV complete. The gauge, the Yukawa and scalar quartic couplings are unified by a dynamical rather than a symmetry principle. In this work, by using the acquired knowledge of the large N F technique, we construct a novel safe Trinification extension by adding vector-like fermions and showing that all couplings acquire a UV fixed point at energies that are far below the Planck scale. The Trinification model was first proposed in [37] [38] [39] , and for more recent studies see e.g. [6, [40] [41] [42] [43] . The separation of scales between the UV fixed point and the Planck scale allow us to study the physics around UV fixed point while ignoring the gravitational corrections. The interplay with gravity has been investigated in several recent works [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] and it will not be considered here. Differently from the usual Grand Unified scenarios [49] in which only the gauge couplings unify because of their embedding into a larger group structure and then they eventually become free, in the present scenario we have that Yukawa and scalar self couplings are intimately linked because of the safe dynamics with their high energy behavior tamed by the presence of an interacting fixed point.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we review and introduce the Trinification [50] extension of the SM. In section 3, we construct the minimal vector-like extension able to support a safe scenario. We analyze and classify the UV fixed point structure of the model and have also developed the large N F improved renormalization group (RG) equations and determined the couplings' evolution. In section 4, we provide a detailed analysis to show the possiblity of the safe Trinification model to match the SM at IR. We offer our conclusions in section 5. In appendix A we summarize the one-loop RG equations for the Trinification model investigated here.
Trinification extension of the Standard Model
Consider the time-honored Trinification gauge symmetry group G TR [37] [38] [39] .
with gauge couplings g 3 , g L and g R , respectively. Here SU (3) C denotes the SM color gauge group. The gauge couplings in Trinification model (g c , g L , g R ) and the ones in the Standard Model (g 3 , g 2 , g Y ) are related by:
Compared with Pati-Salam theory, the SM quark and lepton fields are "not" unified into the G TR irreducible representations. However, this disadvantage becomes an advantage in the sense that it is easier to realize the quark/lepton mass splitting. The coloured matter content of the minimal Trinification model is given by:
where i = 1, 2, 3 is a colour index and D denotes as a new color triplet and SU (2) singlet quark with the same quantum number as the Standard Model down quark d. Thus, D and D will mix and the actual SM down quark d (and the actual mass eigenstate of the new heavy quark d ) will be a linear combination of D and D. On the other hand, the lepton content in this minimal Trinification model is given by:
where L = (e L , ν L ) is the usual lepton doublet while E = (e L , ν L ) denotes the heavier lepton doublet with the same hypercharge. Similar to the quark case, the two lepton doublets L and E will also mix and the actual mass eigenstates after mixing are denoted as L and E (shown more details later on).
In order to induce the breaking of G TR to the SM gauge group, we introduce two scalar triplet fields Φ 1 , Φ 2 which transform under the G TR as (1, 3, 3) :
where φ a i , (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes the Higgs doublets while S a i , (i = 1, 2, 3) denotes the singlets. Note that it is argued in [40] in order to match correctly three generations of the Standard Model matter content, three scalar triplets are required. However, in this work, for simplicity, we only focus on the case with two scalar triplets which are sufficient to address the correct flavour structure for the third generation. The vacuum configuration of the scalar triplet is given as:
where normally v 3 and v 1 play the role to break
as an intermediate scale (between Trinification symmetry breaking scale and the electroweak scale) will further break the left-right symmetry to the Standard Model gauge group. On the other hand u 1 , u 2 and n 1 , n 2 , n 3 are at the electroweak scale to trigger the electroweak symmetry breaking. In our work, for simplificity, we set v 3 = 0 (v 1 itself is sufficent to trigger the Trinification symmetry breaking) and assume v 2 is at the same scale as v 1 and thus, the Trinification model breaks directly to the SM without left-right model as an intermediate step.
The Yukawa sector
The Yukawa terms for the quark sector is given by:
In terms of the SU (2) L doublet, Eq. (7) reads:
(8) where Q denotes as the SM quark SU (2) L doublet, and s α ≡ sin α, c α ≡ cos α are the mixing angles between D, D defined below:
and the mass eigenvalue m d is given by
After electroweak symmetry breaking, φ 1 1 , φ 1 2 obtain the VEV (vacuum expectation value) u 1 and u 2 respectively and the Standard Model quarks acquire masses (for simplicity, we have set n 1 = n 2 = n 3 = 0):
where m t and m b denote the top and bottom quarks respectively. Since (u 2 1 + u 2 2 ) 1/2 = 246 GeV as the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field at the electroweak scale, we thus have:
Similarly, the Yukawa terms for the Lepton sector is given by:
In terms of the SU (2) L doublet, Eq. (13) can be written out explictly as:
where L denotes as the SM quark SU (2) L doublet, and s β ≡ sin β, c β ≡ cos β are the mixing angles between L , E defined below:
and the mass eigenvalue m E is given by
After electroweak symmetry breaking, the SM lepton masses are given by:
It is clear that the above tree level neutrino mass Eq. (17) has the problem that the left and right handed neutrino masses are degenerate. Fortunately, the radiative loop corrections can cure this problem and provides reasonable neutrino mass spectrum. ,
where m H1 and m H2 are the masses of the two Higgs doublet fields. The one-loop neutrino mass matrix is thus written as:
Figure 1: This figure shows the one loop radiative correction to the neutrino mass.
To obtain a phenomenological viable neutrino mass, the elements of the matrix Eq. (19) should have the following form:
where the the three mass eigenvalues will correspond to the physical mass of the two sterile neutrinos (ν R , ν ) and the SM neutrino ν L . Comparing Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), we find from the (3, 3) element of the matrix that c α−β s β ∼ 10 −8 − 10 −9 . There are only two solutions to satisfy the above constraint either β << 1 or α − β − π 2 ∼ ±10 −9 . For β << 1, from Eq. (17), it will lead to extremely large Yukawa y ψ E1 which is not acceptable. Thus, we choose:
in the later on analysis.
Colour Scalar Field and Proton Decay Issue
Sometimes, it occurs in the references that colour scalars are introduced to make the Yukawa sector satisfy cyclic permutation symmetry. The introduction of the colour scalar fields has the advantage to incorporate much larger radiative corrections to the neutrinos. In this case, in Eq. (18), the m H1 should be replaced by the new coloured scalar field m B H1 and the lepton doublet m E should be replaced by the heavy quark m B . The radiative corrections to the neutrino mass can be much larger because colour scalar fields are not constrained to be around electroweak scale and thus m B H1 >> m H1 resulting a much larger radiative loop corrections. However, coloured scalar fields have the problem to generate tree level proton decay and thus in this work we only introduce the scalar fields which are colour singlet. The leptonic scalar in this work do not introduce proton decay because it carries the same baryon number in both the quark and leptonic Yukawa interactions.
The Scalar sector
In this minimal model, we have only introduced two Higgs triplet Φ 1 and Φ 2 . The most general scalar potentials can be written as:
Gauge Couplings Yukawa Couplings Scalar Couplings where in the following we could further simply the potential by introducing a Z 2 discrete symmetry between Φ 1 and Φ 2 and thus only the terms V 1111 , V 2222 , V 1122 remain. We have:
In this section, we perform a RG analysis of the minimal Trinification model. After introducing the Large-N beta functions of the gauge, Yukawa and quartic couplings, we will demonstrate the existence of UV fixed point solutions. By using the RG equation as a bridge to connect UV and IR, we will then study the IR phenomenological implications. All gauge, Yukawa and scalar couplings are listed in table 1, while their corresponding one loop RG beta functions are listed in appendix A.
Large-N beta function
To proceed, we work in the large N F limit, employing the 1/N F expansion [18] [19] [20] 51] , which was recently first applied to the whole SM [23] and to the minimal PatiSalam model [28] . We introduce N F 1 vector-like fermions, which transform nontrivially under G TR . In this framework, the leading order RG contributions in the 1/N F expansion of the relevant Feynman diagrams can be resummed, as shown in fig. 2 (only gauge coupling cases are shown) and a closed form of the resummation is provided. This non-perturbative effect induces an interacting fixed point for both the Abelian and nonAbelian gauge interactions of the SM [23] , whose existence is guaranteed due to the pole structure in the closed form expression [19, 20] .
We introduce three sets of vector-like fermions charged under G TR with the following charge assignment:
where we have chosen each set of vector-like fermions to have non-trivial charges only under one simple gauge group to avoid extra contributions in the summation of the semi-simple group. 
Large-N gauge beta function
To leading order in 1/N F , the higher order (ho) contributions of the bubble diagrams (i.e. those in fig. 2 ) to the gauge beta functions were first calculated in [18] for only an Abelian group and later generalized to the non-abelian simple group case [20] . Here we summarize the results. The leading 1/N F order bubble diagrams' contributions are given by:
with the functions H 1i and the t'Hooft couplings A i given by
The Dynkin indices are T R = 1/2 (N c i ) for the fundamental (adjoint) representation. The RG functions of the gauge couplings (see Appendix A), including the contributions from the resummed bubble diagrams, are
where n H denotes the number of scalar triplets (n H = 2 in our case). The β Hence the UV fixed point for the gauge coupling sub-system (g c , g L , g R ) is guaranteed by the pole structure in the bubble diagram summation. For all the non-abelian gauge groups, the poles in the functions H 1 i (i = L, R, C) always occur at A i = 3, which determines the UV fixed point of the non-abelian gauge couplings when the set of N F i is chosen. The IR initial conditions of g L , g R and g c are obtained by using the matching conditions of Eq. (2) and the SM couplings are running from the EW scale to the Trinification symmetry breaking scale. Also, for simplicity, we have assumed all the vector-like fermions were introduced at the Trinification symmetry breaking scale v T . This is in contrast to the Pati-Salam model whose symmetry breaking scale is severely constrained by the kaon decay process K L → µ ± e ∓ (see e.g. [52, 53] ), which implies the symmetry breaking scale must be larger than 2000 TeV. Trinification symmetry breaking is only constrained by the masses of the extra gauge bosons such as the Z and W R which have lower bounds of a few TeV. Trinification therefore has the advantage of being within experimental reach of an upgraded LHC and future colliders.
Large-N Yukawa and quartic beta function
In the previous section, we exhibited the bubble diagram contributions in only the gauge coupling subsystem and presented the large N gauge beta functions. We now consider bubble diagram contributions to the Yukawa and quartic beta functions [29, 31] . In the following we briefly summarize the procedure.
If the beta functions of quartic and Yukawa couplings are already known to 1-loop order, the corresponding large N F beta functions (at leading 1/N F order) can be obtained by simply employing the following recipe. The large-N F Yukawa beta function can be written in the following compact form
where the information of the resumed fermion bubbles is already encoded and c 1 , c α are the standard 1-loop coefficients for the Yukawa beta function while
are the Casimir operators of the corresponding scalar and fermion fields. Thus, when c 1 and c α are known, the full Yukawa beta function including the bubble diagram contributions can be obtained. Similarly, for the quartic coupling we write
with c 1 , c α , c α , c αβ the known 1-loop coefficients for the quartic beta function and
where
are from the resumed fermion bubbles. Thus we have now the full quartic beta function including the bubble diagram contributions when c 1 , c α , c α , c αβ are known. Following the above recipe, the bubble diagram improved Yukawa beta function β y Q1 , for example, can be written as
The bubble diagram improved quartic beta function β λ 1a reads
Symmetric and Asymmetric Cases
From the Yukawa beta functions in Appendix A, we notice that there exists a symmetry between y ψ Q1 and y ψ Q2 as well as y ψ E1 and y ψ E2 . Consequently there is not a unique UV fixed point solution for the Yukawa couplings when the N F is fixed (actually there could be infinitely many solutions).
It is convenient to divide the fixed point solutions into two cases: symmetric and asymmetric. By 'symmetric' we mean that y ψ Q1 = y ψ Q2 and y ψ E1 = y ψ E2 at the UV fixed point. In the symmetric case, all the coupling values at the UV fixed point can be determined when N F is fixed. In addition, from Eq. (9) and Eq. (15), we know 
By 'asymmetric' we mean that these Yukawa couplings are no longer constrained to be equal at the UV fixed point; the dynamical constraints from requiring a UV interacting fixed point in this case are not sufficient to provide a unique set of UV fixed point solutions. We therefore add one more phenomenological constraint:
which is that of requiring the ratio of bottom quark mass and the tau lepton mass to be around 2. We can further get rid of the v 2 1 /v 2 2 dependence in (34) and write it as a function of y ψ Q1 , y ψ Q2 y ψ E1 , y ψ E2 only. By using |tan α| = |tan β| −1 we obtain
yielding
and using (36), we are able find UV fixed point solutions.
3.5 UV fixed point solutions in the gauge-Yukawa-quartic system
In this section we will prove the existence of UV fixed point solutions for the whole gaugeYukawa-quartic system given in table 1. Note that the gauge couplings at the UV fixed point can be treated as background values (i.e. as constants in the RG functions of other couplings) since their values at the UV fixed point are fixed when N F is chosen. By using the one loop RG functions in appendix A and following the recipes from (28) and (29), we obtain the total large-N beta functions of all the Yukawa and scalar couplings. To find the UV fixed point solutions, we set {β i = 0}, where i denotes all the Yukawa and scalar couplings in table 1.
The analysis provides quite a few UV candidate fixed points for different choices of N F . For example, in the symmetric case, for N F C = 43, N F L = 93, N F R = 182, we find 56 sets of candidate UV fixed point solutions. Requiring the vacuum stability conditions [54] λ 1a + λ 1b > 0 (for λ 1b < 0) ; which guarantee that the scalar potential is bounded from below, reduces the number of candidate UV fixed point solutions to 18. One of these solutions in the symmetric case is shown in table 2, where we have also classified the fixed point solutions according to relevant (Rev) and irrelevant (Irev) characteristics. By choosing the RG flow direction from UV to IR, relevant and irrelevant correspond respectively to the RG flows running away from UV fixed point or towards UV fixed point. From table 2, it is clear that most of the couplings are UV irrelevant; only λ d is relevant, implying the system is highly predictive. An alternative candidate solution in the asymmetric case is given in tables 3 and 4, where we see that the symmetry between y ψ Q1 , y ψ E1 and y ψ Q2 , y ψ E2 is broken.
RG Flow
To determine the RG flow of the system we can either consider a flow from the IR to the UV or vice-versa. We shall primarily focus on the UV to IR approach, only briefly commenting on the IR to UV approach.
For the UV to IR approach one simply starts from the UV fixed point and makes the RG flows run toward the IR. Here we use the fact that at one loop order, the beta functions of the three gauge couplings are completely decoupled from the other couplings. In addition, since the gauge couplings are UV relevant, we could freely choose the (IR) initial conditions as the gauge coupling matching conditions at a certain Trinification symmetry breaking scale. We could therefore first solve the gauge coupling RG trajectories separately and then run the remaining couplings only along the determined RG trajectories of the gauge couplings. In principle, we could also run the RG flows along the alternative relevant coupling (e.g. λ d in the symmetric case of Tab. 2). However, since λ d is not decoupled from the other couplings this would be more difficult to handle.
In the IR to UV approach, the RG flow of the irrelevant couplings is constrained on the separatrices which are defined to divide the RG flow into distinct physical regions. We can therefore solve the set of equations β i = 0 (i corresponding to all the irrelevant couplings) for all the irrelevant couplings as function of the relevant couplings. We are thus free to choose the IR initial conditions of these relevant couplings to be compatible Figure 3 : RG running of the gauge couplings by using the UV to IR approach. We have chosen
We set the initial conditions for g L , g R , g c at the IR used the matching conditions there (see Eq. (2)). For simplification, we have assumed that the vectorlike fermions under gauge different symmetry groups are exactly introduced at the Trinification breaking scale, t SB = 10 TeV, marked by a vertical dashed line. with the known phenomenological constraints while preserving safety at the UV scale. The disadvantage of this approach for a complicated system like Trinification is that it is very hard to disentangle relevant and irrelevant couplings and analytically solve all the irrelevant couplings as function of the relevant couplings. We report our results in Figs. 3, 4 , 5, 6 where we show the running of the gauge, Yukawa and scalar couplings by using the UV to IR approach for (N F C = 95, N F L = 165, N F R = 62). The corresponding UV fixed point solution is the one shown in tables 3 and 4. The RG flows of the gauge couplings are determined once the IR conditions are given as previously noted. The IR initial conditions for g L , g R and g c are obtained by using the matching conditions (2) and the SM couplings run from the EW scale to the Trinification symmetry breaking scale. For simplicity, the vector-like fermions masses are taken to be the Trinification symmetry breaking scale at 10 TeV. From Figs. 3, 4 , 5, 6, it is clear that all couplings (i.e. gauge, Yukawa and scalar quartic) achieve a safe UV fixed point. The transition scale, above which the UV fixed point is reached, is about 10 7 GeV for all the couplings. Note that this transition scale is dependent on the number of vector-like fermions N F . By increasing or decreasing N F , the transition scales will correspondingly decrease or increase.
Matching the Standard Model

Scalar Sector
The low energy effective scalar field sector of the Trinification model contains four Higgs doublets. For simplification we shall assume the two Higgs doublets coming from the second scalar triplet play a less important role (decoupled) at the electroweak scale (this corresponds to a special case where n 1 = n 2 = 0 in Eq. (6)) and focus only on two of the four Higgs doublets. Thus, after Trinification symmetry breaking these scalar triplets should match the conventional two Higgs doublet model, which is defined as
Comparing with (38) with (23), we find: where the two Higgs doublet in the second triplet has been eliminated since it is much heavier and decoupled in our special scenario. The electroweak two Higgs doublet mainly comes from the first scalar triplet. Given a set of values for (N F C , N F L , N F R ) and a Trinification symmetry breaking scale, we can obtain all the coupling values at the Trinification symmetry breaking scale in both the symmetric and asymmetric cases via RG running from the UV fixed point. Note that we will have multiple sets of possible values of the couplings at the symmetry breaking scale, corresponding to different UV fixed point solutions since each set of choices for (N F C , N F L , N F R ) provides multiple UV fixed point solutions. We could then use the coupling values obtained at the Trinification symmetry breaking scale as new initial conditions (also implementing the matching conditions (39)). Eventually, by using the two Higgs doublet RG beta functions [55] , we could obtain all the coupling values at the electroweak scale.
In addition, the mass matrix (neutral scalar fields) of the two Higgs doublet model (setting m 2 12 → 0 for simplificity) is given by:
Note that this mass matrix is scale dependent and is defined at the electroweak scale. By using the coupling values obtained previously at the electroweak scale, we could calculate the mass eigenvalues. We expect both eigenvalues of the mass matrix should be positive and the smaller of the two eigenvalues to be close to the 125 GeV Higgs mass. It can be shown that in the asymmetric case, by choosing N F C = 95, N F L = 165, N F R = 62, we obtain: It is interesting to note that the above conclusion is dependent on the choice of the m 12 mass parameter in (38) . When setting m 12 = 0, the light Higgs will be massless while the heavy Higgs will be around 125 GeV. However for a slight increase in the m 12 parameter, the light Higgs will increase correspondingly (see fig. 7 ) until m 12 ∼ 25 GeV. After that the light Higgs mass is frozen at around 125 GeV, whereas the heavy Higgs mass keep increasing with increasing m 12 . More interestingly, the Trinification symmetry breaking scale cannot be too much smaller than 10 TeV or the prediction of the light Higgs mass will be a little bit too small, providing a dynamical explanation of both the symmetry breaking scale and why new physics has not yet been found.
Comparison of the Trinification results with the Pati-Salam case is also warranted. In the Pati-Salam case, in order to match the correct Higgs mass at the electroweak scale a constraint is placed on the Pati-Salam symmetry breaking scale that it not be below 10000 TeV [28] . This is much higher than the Trinification scale obtained here and so asymptotically safe Trinification theory is considerably more amenable to experimental tests.
The reason that a lower viable symmetry breaking in the Trinification model is obtain could be as follows. A larger Higgs mass prediction requires a large scalar quartic coupling at the electroweak scale. However, there are only two ways that could yield a large scalar quartic coupling at the electroweak scale. One is that of increasing the symmetry breaking scale, which will provide a longer scale running distance for the quartic coupling to be increased by the top Yukawa coupling. The other is to increase the value of the quartic coupling at the fixed point. This quantity is further determined by the quartic beta function, which is balanced by the contributions of the gauge couplings. Hence the larger the gauge coupling contributions at the quartic beta functions, the larger the Higgs mass at the electroweak scale. Fortunately the gauge couplings in the Trinification model have larger contributions relative to the Pati-Salam model simply due to the group structure.
It can be shown that in the symmetric case, we are able to obtain coupling solutions with features similar to the asymmetric case. However to obtain a reasonable (sufficiently large) Higgs mass, the Trinification symmetry breaking scale in the symmetric case is required to be much larger (say around 100 TeV), making the symmetric case somewhat less experimentally accessible. By choosing N F C = 92, N F L = 182, N F R = 38, we obtainλ 
Yukawa Sector
The low energy effective field theory of the Trinification model is the type II two Higgs doublet model in which one scalar field couples only to the up-type quarks and the other couples to the down-type quarks and leptons. The Yukawa sector of the two Higgs doublet model can be written as [62] :
whereα,β denote respectively the mixing angles of the two neutral CP-even and CP-odd Higgs states, with tanβ =
and |α−β| ∼ π/2. For simplicity, in Eq. (43), we have only written down explicitly the terms with only the 125 GeV light scalar state h. Comparing with Eqs. (11) and (17) with Eq. (43), we obtain the following relationships between the Standard Model Yukawa couplings and the Yukawa couplings of the Trinification model:
where y SM top , y SM bottom , y SM tau denote respectively the SM Yukawa couplings of the top quark, bottom quark and tau lepton. We find in the asymmetric case, by choosing N F C = 95, N F L = 165, N F R = 62, we obtain 
where the first line denotes the Yukawa coupling predictions from the safe Trinification model at the symmetry breaking scale 10 TeV, while the second line denotes the SM Yukawa coupling at the same scale for comparison. It is clear that both top and bottom Yukawa couplings match extremely well. The tau lepton has a 27% difference, which might be addressed by a more careful RG running procedure such as including the threshold contributions.
Overview of the Parameter Space
In this section, we try to provide an intuitive picture of the viable parameter space. A scan of the whole parameter space, where N F C , N F L , N F R all range from 50 to 200, indicates that the only viable region (for which the solutions could match the SM) is where N F C ∈ (88, 105) , N F L ∈ (160, 170) , N F R ∈ (58, 68).
In fig. 8 , we show the 3D parameter space constructed by the values of N F C ∈ (70, 105) , N F L ∈ (160, 170) , N F R ∈ (50, 68) where the orange dots correspond to UV fixed point solutions that do not match the SM at the IR. The black dots correspond to viable UV fixed point solutions. It is clear that of the many UV fixed point solutions only very few can roughly match the SM in the IR. We also note that when N F C gets smaller the white region, which corresponds to the parameter space without any fixed point solutions, gets much larger.
Conclusions
A truly fundamental theory requires the presence of scale invariance at short distances [1, 2, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] . Fundamentality and naturality are complementary concepts. Short distance scale invariance implies fundamentality while (near) long distance conformality and/or controllably broken symmetries (e.g. Coleman Weinberg mechanism) help with naturality [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
We have here constructed a realistic asymptotically safe Trinification model in which the SM is embedded. Employing large N F techniques, we demonstrated that all the couplings (i.e. the gauge, scalar quartic and Yukawa couplings) achieve a UV interacting fixed point far below the Planck scale. Different from the conventional GUT scenario, the unification of all type of couplings occurs due not only to a symmetry principle but also to a dynamical principle, namely the presence of a UV fixed point. We emphasize that we have shown that starting from a UV fixed point, a few RG flows can nicely match both the SM Higgs mass, the Yukawa couplings of the top and bottom quarks, and the reasonable neutrino masses, implying a truly UV completion of the Standard Model. The very few viable solutions in a 3D scan of the whole parameter space is indicative of the highly predictive power of asymptotically safe theories, which significantly narrow the parameter space of the theory at IR.
It is also very intriguing that the Trinification symmetry breaking scale cannot be too much smaller than 10 TeV in order to procure a viable 125 GeV light Higgs mass. In comparison with the 10000 TeV symmetry breaking scale in the asymptotically safe Pati-Salam model, the Trinification model is much more vulnerable to experiment.
A One-Loop RG equations of the Trinification model
A. + 3y ψ E1 y ψ Q1 y ψ Q2
A.3 Quartic couplings
For single Higgs multiplet, n H = 1 and y ψ E1 := y ψ E , y ψ Q1 := y ψ Q , y ψ E2 = y ψ Q2 = 0. The RGE for the quartic couplings are: 
